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ABSTRACT 

This paper studies politeness in Khurkhul, a critically endangered Tibeto-Burman 

language spoken in Manipur. The paper argues that Brown and Levinson’s (1987[1978]) 

model of politeness, which is based on the ‘negative face’, may not apply to Khurkhul, the 

language of a society which is based rather on the ‘positive face’. Direct speech acts are thus 

not necessarily face threatening acts in Khurkhul. The paper also briefly deals with the 

nonlinguistic politeness strategies employed in the language.     

The data used for the current study, which is  perhaps the first attempt to throw some light on 

politeness in Khurkhul, comes from a group of native speakers of Khurkhul and also partially 

from the present author of the paper, who happens to be a native speaker of the language.  

 

KEYWORDS: Mingchat, Thakshi-Khashi, Negative Face, Positive Face, And Khurkhul.  

 

Method:  A qualitative method was adopted for the study. Ten informants who are seventy to eighty 

six years old were interviewed in various sittings.  

 

Geographical and historical back ground of Khurkhul people 

Khurkhul is located in Imphal west-1, district of Manipur, one of the nine districts of the state 

of Manipur in the northeastern India. It is 15/16 km from Imphal, the capital of Manipur. It is 

in the northern side of the valley in the West of Imphal Dimapur Road. It is near the Koubru 

Mountain. The village is bounded in the east by Sekmai village, on the West by 

SenjamChirang, in the South by LoitangKhunou and Chaprou village, in the North by 

Leimakhong and Kanto village. The entire village is divided into AwangLeikai‘North 

locality’ and MakhaLeikai ‘South locality’. They are again divided into sub leikais. 

The Khurkhuls comes under the community called Loi. The Lois are classified as Schedule 

Castes in Manipur. The Andros, the Phayengs and the Sekmais are some other Loi groups. 

The population distribution of Manipur is such that the valley is inhabited by the meiteis, the 

majority group, whereas the surrounding hills are inhabited by the various hill tribes. And the 
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Lois are spread about thirty villages located in the foot hills. They thus live between the 

meiteis in the valley and the tribes on the hills. 

One of the most popular story by the villagers about Khurkhuls is that –they are the 

people who came out from a cave that was behind the “Ichumlairembi tample
1
” of present. 

There is still this group of people in the village whom they believed are the people from the 

cave. Earlier they were called “Yendrembam sagei2”, however after Hinduism came into the 

Khurkhul, they converted into “Usham sagei”. Rupachandra was the first man to convert into 

Hinduism. Later his name was change into Sebok, means ‘disciple’. The leikai was named 

after him. 

One of the oral story in Louriyam (2004) is that Khurkhuls are the generations of the 

last sister of seven Khomdonnubi 3 sisters. Once upon a time the last sister of Khomdonnubi 

gave birth to her baby in Khurkhul. Due to her wedlock child, she went through humiliation 

in the society. So, she cursed the village,“let there be no more than seven houses run by 

complete and prosperous couple in this village”. According to this story “Phuyam sagei” was 

the first “sagei” in the Khurkhul village and because of her cursed “Phuyam sagei” has a very 

small number of houses till today. Mr. Shukorsingh4 (late), since his childhood he has never 

seen the “Phuyam sagei” growing in number, despite it is being one of the oldest “sagei” in 

the village. They were always either seven houses or less. 

Another oral story regarding the limitation of “Phuyam sagei” is that –once a prince 

of Meitei king was chased by his enemy. The prince went to “Phuyam sagei” for shelter and 

safety. But the “Phuyam sagei” refused to give him shelter. He was killed by his enemy, and 

the prince cursed the “Phuyam sagei” not to have more than seven houses that is run by a 

complete couple. The “Phuyam sagei” recently had a formal prayer to the present king of 

Manipur ‘King Sanajooba’, asking for forgiveness of what their ancestors had done. The 

present king forgave them and prayed to then prince to break the chant if it were really 

happened in the past. 

According to Lairenlakpam(2002) the Khurkhul inhabitants are “the decedent of 

fifteen Kabo slaves and fifteen slaves of Moirang Princess Thoibi (p, 16)” who came with 

Thoibi when she was exile from Moirang to Kabo as she refused to marry Nongbal (in the 

epic of KhambaThoibi). When she was called back from Kabo by her father, the chief of 

Kabo presented her fifteen slaves to be her dowry. These fifteen slaves and other fifteen 

slaves of Thoibi’s from Moirang proceed on their journey throwing an egg. This egg was 

broken at the present location “Ichulairembi temple”, since then they began to settle there. 
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For, McCulloch (1859) Khurkhul is “Khoorikool Shan language”, Shan language is a native 

language of Shan people and mostly spoken in Shan State Burma. According to this, 

Khurkhuls are the descendants of Shan people who claimed to originate from Burma.  

Brown and Levinson’s concept of politeness  

Interest in linguistic politeness has been growing since the 1970s, when Robin Lakoff’s 

pioneering work “The logic of politeness: or minding your p’s and q’s” (1973) was 

published, which expanded the scope of linguistics from the limited horizon of 

transformational grammar to the broader issue of language use. The work was the first 

attempt to integrate linguistic politeness into an encompassing theory of language use, a topic 

that became ever more popular as the field of pragmatics. 

It was against this background that P Brown and S Levinson, then graduate students at 

the University of California in Berkeley where both Robin Lakoff and Paul Grice were on the 

faculty, posited in 1978 what has come to be seen as more or less the theory of linguistic 

politeness.  

  According to Brown and Lavinson (1978: 114), “What politeness essentially consists 

in is a special way of treating people, saying and doing things in such a way as to take into 

account the other person’s feelings.”In other words, people use language to transmit 

information, but to do it effectively, language must be used in a manner that will not cause 

unnecessary friction between the participants. As Ide (Ide, 1988: 371) puts it, “(Ide, 1988: 

371): “Appropriate speech establishes smooth communication. [t]he language use associated 

with smooth communication is what is referred to as linguistic politeness.” It is for this 

reason that interest in linguistic politeness came into focus more or less as a by-product of the 

growing interest in pragmatics.  

However, what is appropriate in communication differs from culture to culture and 

subculture to subculture. Thus, what is considered politeness or polite speech in English may 

not be considered so in Khurkhul, for example. Language use without regard to this 

difference of appropriateness can and does cause friction and conflict not intended by the 

speaker.  

For example, in modern western individualistic society, she/he needs to earn the 

“social power”, in order to receive politeness. This “social power” comes in form of money, 

education, political, and so on. Some individuals are able to earn it and some are not. Those 

individuals who were able to earn the “social power” are also able to impose politeness in 
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society. Thus, an employee shows politeness towards her/his employer because he is the boss 

who has the “social power”. So, earning the “social power” is entirely an individual’s work.  

However, unlike those modern western individualistic society, Khurkhuls do not need 

to impose politeness. It is acquired automatically when “age” comes, since their “social 

power” is based on age. The fact that “age” comes to everybody, each individual gets the 

opportunity to enjoy “social power” in their life time in Khurkhul. For instance, the man who 

is in lower social hierarchy now, will be in higher hierarchy in future. Thus, we can’t expect 

these two groups to have a similar concept of politeness since modern western individualistic 

society’ concept of politeness focus at “negative face” where individualism is important, 

whereas Khurkhuls focus at “positive face”, where group interest is more important.  

The key notion in Brown and Levinson's politeness model is Goffman's (1967) notion 

of “face”: “the public self-image that every member wants to claim for himself." (The term 

ultimately derived from the English expression ‘to lose face’, see Brown & Levinson (1987 

[1978]: 61).  

Their assumption is that every individual has two kind of faces, the negative face, which 

basically denotes the need to be independent and free from imposition, and the positive face, 

which denotes the need to belong and be accepted. Of face, Brown & Levinson (1987 [1978]: 

61) writes: 

[F]ace is something that is emotionally invested, and that can be lost, maintained, or 

enhanced, and must be constantly attended to in interaction. In general, people cooperate (and 

assume each other’s cooperation) in maintaining face in interaction, such cooperation being 

based on the mutual vulnerability of face […] since people can be expected to defend their 

faces if threatened, and in defending their own to threaten others’ faces. 

The authors claim that face is vulnerable to face-threatening acts (FTAs) such as 

orders, requests, warnings, reminding and threats, and thus politeness strategies are used in 

order to reduce the imposition of FTAs. For example, giving someone a direct order such as 

Sit down and be quiet! implies having social power over that person. It is acceptable for a 

parent to give his or her child a direct order; there might be situations where close friends can 

give each other direct commands; but giving a direct order to one’s colleague or neighbor is 

in general a FTA and therefore not acceptable.  

In a very simple terms, the authors argue that politeness is “a redressive action” 

counterbalancing the possible face damage of the face-threatening acts (Brown and Levinson, 

1987:70). In other words, this theory  assumes that either the speaker or hearers’ face- wants  
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are threaten in most of speech acts as mentioned above. These FTAs may threaten on 

addressee: the “negative face wants” by impeding action such as an order or request and their 

“positive face wants” by disagreeing the addressee’s feelings; through criticism or accusation, 

or endangered both aspects of face simultaneously.  

Thus to save face, argue Brown and Levinson, we engage in various politeness 

strategies. One way to save someone’s negative face, is to show concern about imposition. 

Thus, for instance, if we want help from somebody, we might phrase the request with an 

initial face saving phrase, such as Excuse me…or I’m sorry to bother you …or something 

similar. A way of saving someone’s positive face would be, for example, to increase the 

sense of group belonging. One common strategy for that in English is to use an inclusive we, 

thereby reducing the request into a common act. If, for example, you wish to start the 

discussion but your colleague would not stop roaming inside the room and keep talking on 

his mobile phone, you might use an indirect speech act like should we sit down and continue? 

where the question removes the assumption of social power: here the pronoun we gives a tone 

of group belonging, even though there is only one intended addressee. Thus politeness is a 

way of interaction which shows awareness of and respect for someone else’s face.  

Thus Brown and Levinson gave five possible politeness strategies available to speakers.  

 
Figure 1, possible strategies for doing FTAs (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 69). 

 

From the figure, we know that one can either perform FTAs or not. If one intended to do it 

then it can be done either ‘on record’ or ‘off record’. If an interlocutor addresses the other 

directly and makes his communicative intention quite clear, then he is said to go on record in 

doing an act.  

The least politeness strategy is to do an act baldly, without redressive. It means doing it in the 

most direct, clear, unambiguous, and concise way. E.g. Lend me your shirt. The redressive 

action that takes more oriented towards the ‘positive face’ of the hearer, the desire to be 

approved, is positive politeness. E.g., How about going to your favorite holiday spot? On the 

other hand, the redressive action that takes more oriented towards the ‘negative face’ of the 

hearer, the basic wants to maintain claim of territory and self-determination, is negative 

politeness. E.g., Would you please pass me the pen? 
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In comparison, off record strategy uses indirect speech act and removes the speaker from the 

potential of being impose. It is considered more polite than on record strategies since the 

speaker has conveyed more than one intension and does not need to commit himself for one 

particular intention. 

Brown and Levinson’s off record or indirect speech act is a very common face saving 

device in modern western individualistic society. Politeness and indirectness is often argue to 

be scalable and parallel dimensions. In words of Leech (1983: 108), given the same 

propositional content, it is possible “to increase the politeness by using a more and more 

indirect kind of illocution. Indirect illocutions tend to be more polite (a) because they 

increase the degree of optionality, and (b) because the more indirect an illocution is, the more 

dismissed and tentative its force tends to be.” 

In other words, when we engage in indirect speech acts, we actually do not mean 

exactly what we say. For instance, if a stranger carrying a pile of books asks you Do you 

know where the library is? you are likely to interpret the question as a command (Tell me 

where the library is) and answer it by giving directions on how to get there, rather than take it 

as a direct interrogative speech act and answer something like Yes, thank you, I know where it 

is. 

Likewise, if you and your friend are about to get into a car and the friend utters the 

declarative sentence The door on this side is locked, you are likely to interpret that as an 

indirect command (Open the door for me), rather than just file it as a piece of information and 

drive off. It is very common for speakers to use speech acts like declaratives and 

interrogatives as politely disguised requests (or commands). 

 

But indirect speech acts are not necessarily a politeness strategy across languages and 

cultures. As noted, when parents use direct speech acts with their children or friends do the 

same with friends, they are not considered FTAs by the addressee. Given this, Brown and 

Levinson model of politeness is based rather on the modern western individualistic society 

with a strong ‘negative face’. Thus, Matsumoto (1988) claims there is a discrepancy between 

the two authors' assumption and the Japanese notion of face. She claims that what governs 

politeness in Japanese is an acknowledgement of interdependence. In the same way, Gu 

(1990) claims that some acts, such as requesting, inviting, and promising, under ordinary 

circumstances will not be considered as threatening to hearer’s negative face in Chinese 

context which Brown and Levinson would have termed impeding acts to hearer’s freedom. 
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Because, in Chinese society the standing of an individual can only be inferred through his/her 

relation to the group (Gu1990, in Watts2003). Gu thus argues that Brown and Levinson's 

model is not suitable for studying politeness phenomena in Chinese since “in the Chinese 

context rules for politeness are moral maxims, the breach of which will incur social sanction” 

(1990: 240).  

Blum- Kulka argues that indirectness does not always indicates more polite, and these 

two notions i.e. politeness and indirectness are not parallel dimensions, because “direct 

strategies can be perceived as impolite because they indicate a lack of concern with face, and 

non conventionally indirect strategies (hints) can be perceived as impolite because they 

indicate a lack of concern for pragmatic clarity” (Blum-Kulka, 1987:131).In other words, she 

argues of the importance of ‘clarity’ and the explicitness of speech act in the concept of 

politeness. This highlights the significance of ‘clarity’ (Grice 1967) and politeness in 

‘pragmatic competence’ (Lakoff 1973).  

In Khurkhul, indirect speech act is termed as nachetta ngangba ‘talking from a side’is rather 

viewed as impolite. Indirect speech act is use only when the speaker wanted to insult or 

criticize the addressee. So, definitely, it is not polite here.  

Thus Brown and Levinson's concept of face and their distinction between positive and 

negative 'face' does not appear to be the same in non-western cultures where the underlying 

interactional focus emphasizes collectivism rather than individualism. Moreover, the authors 

regard negative politeness as a more weighty consideration than positive politeness. Sifianou 

(1992) observes that the English place a higher value on negative aspects of face whereas the 

Greeks emphasize positive aspects of face, while Blum-Kulka (1987), Hickey (1991) and 

VázquezOrta (1995) noted the same for Hebrew and Spanish, respectively. Thus it appears 

that Brown and Levinson's notion of face is not applicable to certain non-western collective 

cultures, but that not all cultures consider the negative aspect of face to be more important 

than its positive one.  

 

Concept of politeness in Khurkhul 

The Khurkhul society is based on a positive rather than a negative face. In other 

words, it is, unlike the modern western or westernized alienated society, based on a 

collectivism rather than individualism. Khurkhuls understand their society as one big family 

of consanguineal and affinal relations.  
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The western notion of negative face threatening seems to be rather alien to the traditional 

Khurkhul society. For example, when a child is born to a Khurkhul family, the entire 

leikai‘locality’ and khun ‘village’ have to take the responsibility of raring the new born baby. 

From the western family perspective this may rather be interpreted as a kind of intrusion. But 

the Khurkhul society live by paotak ‘advice’ and loushing ‘wisdom’ of  elders; and by 

tathoktashin ‘discussion’ among friends.  

The literal English translation of the Khurkhul term mingchat is‘ the name that 

walks’. It is, in fact, a compound of two words, ming‘name’ and chat ‘walk’. Thus, mingchat 

means one’s social image, i.e. the name of an individual that walks to the houses of all other 

members of the community. 

Mingchat is considered the most valuable and most important thing in the Khurkhul 

society. As they say, if money is lost, one can earn it again, but if one loses mingchat it 

cannot be earned again. Now, a person earns mingchat through thakshi-khashi. 

Khurkhul has no unique lexeme for politeness, however, the word thakshi-khashi expressed 

the meaning of politeness in English. The term thaksi-khasiin Khurkhulmeans a social 

‘upper/elder-lower/younger hierarchy’ which is based on age, marriage, and kinship. 

thak    -shi   kha   -shi 

upper/elder   knot   lower/younger  knot 

As Heikham Tamarsingh
5
 puts it, “thakshi-khashi is not just a social hierarchy, it is a kind of 

invisible string that binds thak, i.e. the elders and kha, the younger people. The elders and the 

younger ones must stay connected strongly and firmly like a knot, ensuring smooth sailing of 

the life of the all in the community.” 

 
Figure 2, the hierarchy of Khurkhul society 

Thakshi- khasiis practiced by following the hierarchy of Khurkhul society.  
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i. Khurkhul village 

� Khulakpa is the head of this hierarchy. According to Usham Apabi
6
, Khullakpa, 

Pakhanglakpa, and Ningollakpawere selected by the Meitei king, until Manipur was 

colonized by British in 1891. After British colonized Manipur, the Khurkhuls began 

to select by them by themselves. He has the power to punish any leishabi or pakhang 

who violate thakshi-khashi. 

� The one who teaches thakshi-khashi to the female children is called Ningol-lakpa 

(ningol ‘female child’; lakpa ‘control’). The female child is called leishabionce she 

becomes 12 years old and attains puberty. As a leishabishe formally joins her leikai 

‘locality’ andkhun‘village’ and contributes money for yaoshang, ‘holi’. Ningol-

lakpaimposes wakongshen‘fine’ in terms of money’ to those who do not follow 

thakshi-khashi. 

� The one who teaches thakshi-khashi to the male children is called Pakhang-lakpa 

(pakhang‘bachelor’, lakpa‘control’). The age to attain pakhang is 13. Like a leishabi 

does, once a male child becomes a pakhang, he has to involve himself in the common 

life of the locality and the village. It is the duty of the Pakhang-lakpa to fine them if 

they violate thaksi-khashi. 

As Ngangbam Shujamukhi
7
 puts it, “the practice of involving oneself in the works of the 

village not only teach the young generation to maintain thakshi-khashi but also teach them 

how to cooperate with other fellows who might have a different view. It teaches them to be 

punctual and learn the skills and experiences of the elders by watching, listening to them and 

being there with them.”  

 

ii. Inside the family 

Khurkhuls value the presence of elders in their society and they are the decision makers. 

This proverb puts it, as ahan gee mathinachaphumenba, the exact English translation of this 

proverb is ‘filling the hole of the pot with elder’s stool’; but it literally means the knowledge 

and experiences of elders. The person who listens and learns more from elders become 

knowledgeable like them in future. For them, age doesn’t come in a blink of eyes; it comes 

with numbers of experiences of life. And ‘experience’ is the source of knowledge to them. 

Therefore the proverb means that whoever knows how to listen and learn from elders gets the 

best knowledge of life. So, in a family, the grandfather holds the highest position of social 

hierarchy, followed by the grandmother, father, mother, and elder brothers/sisters.  Khurkhuls 
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alienate from modern western individualistic society, where age is not considered the source 

of knowledge.  

Lunda, a Bantu language of the central African Plateau in the Northwestern corner of 

Zambia also recognized the hierarchal of age and criticize Europeans and his ways of life in 

this aphorism: muwundelimosiwukulumpi “I western civilization there is no senior”. The 

presence of respectable seniors in their lives is necessary for wisdom and peace.  They even 

compare elders with ‘frying pan’ as it protects the fire to consume water and water from 

putting out the fire, the elders keep the peace between the young of relatively equal status. 

 

iii. Extension of the ‘concept of family’  

According to Lairenlakpam(2002), Khurkhuls considered themselves as a big family. 

They address each other with the help of kinship address terms, based on the relationship one 

has to another. This concept is extended beyond Khurkhul and applied to whole world. To 

them, everyone is either uncle, mother, brother and so on. In other words, everyone is a 

relative. For example, when he meets a stranger, he compares the age of the stranger with his 

father’s age or his age. If he thinks that the stranger is elder to his father, he addresses him as 

ipanthou ‘my father’s elder brother’. On the other, if ego is female, she compares the age of 

the stranger with her father’s age or her husband’s age or her age.  

 

Both linguistic and nonlinguistic politeness strategies are use in Khurkhul to maintain 

thakshi-khashi.  

Linguistic politeness strategies: Some examples of linguistic politeness strategies used in 

Khurkhul are euphemism, phatic language, greeting, and address terms: teknonyms, pronoun, 

kinship address term and so on. 

Linguistic taboo and euphemism: Taboo is ‘the prohibition or avoidance in any 

society of behavior, believed to be harmful to its members in that it would cause them 

anxiety, embarrassment or shame (Wardhaugh, 2000:234). People create euphemismin order 

to escape from the harshness of taboo. It allows to express and talk of those unpleasant things 

and situations. Taboo is considered impolite in Khurkhul and euphemism is used to prevent 

from being impolite.   

The domains of euphemism’s use vary according to different cultures. However, 

death, sex, body anatomy, bodily excretion and birth are Khurkhul’s domain of using 

euphemism. 
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Everyone is aware of the fact that human has to die one day or other, however people do not 

stop from finding ways to escape from this reality. This fear of death caused them to create 

euphemism for certain diseases and the act of death. For example, euphemism of death in 

Algerian dialects aim to reduce pain, sorrow and show sympathy for the decease family, 

relatives, and friends. In similar way, English prefers using ‘pass away’ than death.  

In Khurkhul, shiba ‘death’ is replaced by leitre ‘no more’. It gives the sense of 

absence, which allowed them to see death as absence not end of life. Sex and body anatomy 

is another domain of taboo in Khurkhul. Women’s first mensuration/puberty mangba is 

replaced by mashaleppa‘body stop’, and women’s cycle mensurationmangba is replaced by 

hakchangshengdaba ‘unclean body’. The word angangpoka ‘the act of delivering baby’ is 

replaced by angangunnaba ‘meeting child’. 

American English uses words like ‘rest room’, ‘powder room’ ‘loo’ instead of toilet. 

There is no doubt that we do not have the intension of resting there, as in case of ‘restroom’. 

Likewise Khurkhuls use maningchakshang ‘back kitchen’ instead of thikomshang  ‘the pit of 

human feces’, khonghamba ‘washing feet’, in place of thiphaiba ‘poo’, and yunghanba ‘pee’ 

is replaced by mapanthokpa ‘going out’.  

Phatic language:In pragmatic terms, Leech (1983:141-142) mentions the introduction 

of the Phatic Maxim as ‘the activity of talking merely to preserve sociability’. Phatic 

utterance are considered FTA against the hearer’s negative face, so the safest way is to 

remain silent. However “silent can be interpreted as bad mood or shyness” (Jaworki, 1993:85, 

Sifianou 1995:100-101). Khurkhul shares the similar concept with Jaworki et al, being in 

silent is considered impolite in Khurkhul. Each one of them is expected to involve in phatic 

communication in order to escape from being in silent. For examples, Chakchairo? ‘Eating 

rice?’ Phi shuiro?  ‘Washing cloth?’ etc. such questions are asked in the context where the 

speaker’s intention is not on getting an answer, which can provide information of the 

addressee’s act. Because, at the time of asking these questions the speaker already saw/knew 

that the addressee is indulged in those actions. They practice it to prevent from being in 

silent, those who prefer to keep silence rather exchange such communication is called 

chinlumba ‘heavy mouth’ and it is considered very impolite.  

Greeting: It is an act of communication in which human beings intentionally make their 

presence known to each other, to show attention to, and to suggest a type of relationship 

(usually cordial) or social status (formal or informal) between individuals or groups of people 

coming in contact with each other. Greetings sometime are used just prior to a conversation 
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or to greet in passing, such as on a sidewalk or trail. [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greeting 

visited on 30/12/2015] 

Hello, Good morning, How you doing? etc. are some of the examples in English. In 

Khurkhul, “time” is the factor of greeting and they are known for their punctuality in their 

neighbor villages. They used three interrogative sentences to greet each other: chakcharabo? 

‘rice eaten’, kaidano? ‘where to?’, and nungairibo? ‘how are you?’ Each of these questions 

has to carry out in a particular time, for examples,  

chakcharabo? ‘rice eaten?’ is expected to ask either in lunch or dinner time. It is considered 

impolite if it is asked in wrong time, like in noon,   

kaidano? ‘where to’ is asked when it is not lunch or dinner time, and   

nungairibo? ‘how are you?’ is asked when the speaker  has not met the addressee for long 

time.  

Louriyam (2004) writes, “they are so early for their dinner and lunch that they need light for 

lunch, not for dinner”. They do not have much movements in night, and thus there is no 

particular greeting term for night. 

Address terms: Address term signifies human’s conscious and unconscious presentation of 

their identities, their belonging to a specific culture or group and also their tendencies to 

become close or distance from others.  So, Holmes writes, “the choice of address terms can 

be a sign of politeness since it is closely dependents on the interactant’s relationship or social 

distance” (Holmes, 1992: 268). 

In Khurkhul, the use of address term is one of the linguistic politeness strategy. Some of the 

examples of address terms in Khurkhul are teknonymy, use of pronoun, and kinship. 

Teknonymy: It is a practice whereby parents at the birth of their child cease to be known by 

their former personal names and are known as ‘father of (the child’s name) and ‘mother of 

(the child’s name) (see Mandende 2009: 53). Teknonymy is to be found in many languages of 

Africa and Asia. 

Teknonymy is present in Khurkhul as well. Once parents have their first baby, whether it is 

boy or girl, they address each other by using the name of the child, e.g. if the name of their 

first child is Ibungo, the father addresses his wife, now a mother, as Ibungomamaa ‘Ibungo’s 

mother’; the wife addresses her husband, now a father, as Ibungomapa‘Ibungo’s father’. 

In fact, it is only after their child is born, the woman gets a term to address her husband. 

Before the child is born, she has no term to address him. Thus she practicesnamhai 
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‘addressing without an address term’, for examples, taribo? ‘Can you hear me?’,keino 

‘something’, shida ‘here’ etc. until they have their first child. 

The Khurkhuls hold teknonymy as a polite way of addressing. They believe that it is based on 

the following principles as was explained by LateKhangembam Chandrasingh
8
 

� Equality: wife and husband recognize each other the same way – through their child;  

� Positive attitude to sex: the child gives husband and wife new names based on his 

identity; this helps the society to have a positive attitude to sex;   

� The importance of children: It helps the children understand their value – that they 

have to take the responsibility of their parents and the community in the future.  

No binary distinction in second person pronoun: In European languages it is very common to 

have a binary distinction of politeness, where one form is considered familiar and the other 

polite, as in the French distinction tu/vous, both of which refer to a single person. This binary 

distinction in pronouns of address is often called T/V pronouns, after the Latin 

tu‘you.sg.nom’ and vos‘you.pl.nom’. In his sample of 207 languages on politeness 

distinctions in second person pronouns, Helmbrecht (2011) found that 49 languages (23.7%) 

make use of this kind of binary distinction, many of which cluster in Europe. 

However, the second person singular pronoun in Khurkhul does not have the above-

mentioned binary division. Thus, it is just nang, which goes with all:  

Khura  nang  lak-abo? 

Uncle   you   arrive-Past 

When did you (my uncle) arrive?  

Inaoton  nang  lak-abo? 

Younger brother you   come-Past 

When did you (my younger brother) arrive?  

 

The plural form of the second person is noiwhich, unlike the V pronoun as mentioned above, 

has nothing to do with politeness. This is clear from the following example: 

Mamma   noi  lak-abo? 

Uncle    you (plural) arrive-Past 

When did you (my uncle) arrive?  

If T form is the ‘familiar’ form and regarded as “the most direct means of addressing 

existing within the grammatical system of a language,” (Frajzyngier and Jirsa 2006:523), then 

Khurkhul can be considered as one of the direct form of language. As, it is mentioned above 
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that indirect speech act is considered impolite in Khurkhul, they used second person pronoun 

nang which is direct form of language as one of the linguistic politeness strategy.  

Kinship: According to Cheal, kinship is the “main basis around which social relationship are 

organized” (Cheal, 2008:117). So, kinship is the root ground that allows the people to 

organize their relation to another person. Despite the intimate relationship and solidarity 

space shared by individuals in the family, Khurkhul maintain politeness with the help of 

kinship address terms. Here, a kinship address term does not mean only an ‘address term’, but 

also the responsibilities and respects to one another.  

 

Some examples of kinship terms in Khurkhul are  

Father’s side Gloss    Mother’s side   Gloss 

Paji  Father     

Ima  Mother 

Ipu  Grandfather   Ipu    Grandfather 

Ipen  Grandmother   Ipen    Grandmother 

Ipnathou Father’s elder brother  Imanthou   Mother’s elder 

sister 

Imanthou Ipanthou’s wife  Ipanthou   Imanthou’s 

husband 

Khura  Father’s younger brother Inomcha            mother’s younger 

sister                                

Inomcha Khura’s wife   Khura    Inomcha’s 

husband 

Ine  Father’s sister   Mamma   mother’s brother 

Mamma Ine’s husband   Ine    mamma’s wife 

Both paternal and maternal used same kinship terms for grandfather and grandmother in 

Khurkhul.However, in paternal side, male siblings have two different kinship terms 

ipanthouand khuraindicating whether ego’s father is younger or elder to the addressee. But 

they have only one kinship address term inefor their female siblings. They do not 

differentiate between younger and elder aunt. 
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On the other hand, in maternal side, there is two different kinship terms of female sibling’s 

imanthou and inomchaindicating whether ego’s mother is younger or elder to the addressee 

and they have only one kinship term mamma for male siblings. 

Thus, we know that if it is paternal side, the male siblings are given more importance, and if 

it is maternal side, female siblings are given more importance. Unlike, Lunda’s kinship that 

has no distinction between paternal and maternal, (e.g. father is called a-tata mother a-mama 

and the same address term is apply to father’s brother and mother’s sister. “the members of a 

given generation on either side are regarded as equivalent and therefore deserve the respect 

that is due to any elder” (White, 1955:30)) Khurkhul has different address terms, except for 

grandfather and grandmother.  

However, the females from different sageis who married the male siblings of ego’s 

father have same kinship terms as ego’s mother’s female siblings. For example, ‘father’s 

younger brother’s wife’ and ‘mother’s younger sister’ has same kinship term inomcha. In a 

similar way, males of different sageis who married ego’s father’s sisters and ego’s mother’s 

brothers have same kinship term mamma. The females of different sageis who married ego’s 

mother’s brothers and ego’s father’s sisters have same kinship term ine. 

 

Nonlinguistic politeness strategies in Khurkhul 

According to Ambady et al (1996) there are two main reasons why nonverbal 

politeness should include in the study of politeness: (1) the daily face to face conversation is 

not purely verbal or linguistic; it is a mixture of both linguistic and non-linguistic ways. For 

example, the same semantic terms may interpret in different meaning according to different 

facial gesture. (2) Goffman’s (1967) conceptualization of ‘face work’   is considered the base 

of politeness theory where he clearly suggested that a great deal of face work occurs through 

expressive behavior and nonverbal channels of communication.   

Nonverbal politeness strategies play an important role in Khurkhul. For instance, the same 

semantic content below has different meanings 

Marainubi   nathibong  chao 

Slang address term   food (in slang)  eat-Present. 

Here the speaker shows a smiling face.  

Marainubi   nathibong  chao 

Slang address term   food (in slang)  eat-Present.  

Here the speaker shows an anger facial expression.  
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The first utterance means a friendly talk, and the second utterance means an insult.  

Some of the nonlinguistic politeness strategies use in Khurkhul are: 

 

 
Figure, 3Marailukpa. 

Marailunkpa: It literally means ‘walking looking downwards’. Marailunkpa is practiced in 

front of elders as a sign of politeness. In figure 3, we see two children walking in front of an 

elder. The second child is impolite as he breaks Marailunkpa. So, it’s a social norm for 

children to walk looking downwards in front of an elder. An English speaker might argue that 

the first child who is marailukpa, is inviting power over him; however, in Khurkhul, he is not 

inviting power over him, but expecting the elder’s guidance and blessing.  

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

Figure 4, Kokkuppa. 

a) The ego knows beforehand that iteiis present, so she already covers her head. 

b) The ego confronts itei suddenly, so she lifts her phina ‘the tail of a shawl’ to cover her 

head. 

c) The ego confronts itei in an odd situation where she is without a phina. So she uses 

her hand to cover her head.                         

Kokkuppa: It literally means ‘covering head’. It is practiced by only married women. There 

are three situations where women need to cover their heads:  

� Newlywed: The newlywed woman covers her head in front of her in laws. It 

symbolize her respect and distance towards her in laws. This practice is relax once she 

becomes close to her in laws, with the passes of time.  

� In public: The women cover their heads in public. For instance, in ceremonies like 

marriage, as a respect to elders who are present there. 

� In front of itei: The kinship relation iteiis between female ego and (1) elder sister’s 

husband (2) Mother’s brother’s sons who are elder to ego (3) Father’s sister’s sons 

who are elder to ego (4) Husband’s elder brothers.  
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In the relations (1), (2) and (3), ego doesn’t need to cover her head. It is only in the relation of 

(4), she needs to cover her head. This relation doesn’t allow any kind of relaxation. The ego 

has to cover her head no matters how uncomfortable the context is, as shown in figure 4, ©. 

These two persons are expected to retain distance throughout their lives. However, this 

distance has nothing to do with Brown and Levinson’s negative face wants; it is rather to 

prevent from unwanted sexual relation between these two people.  

 
Figure 5, Phamlen. 

 

Phamlen: The mat on the right side of the manggol‘ the front courtyard of the house’ is called 

phamlen. It is the seat of the eldest person of the family. For instance, in a family, where 

there is a grandfather, grandmother, father, mother, and elder siblings, their grandfather will 

sit on it. The remaining members of the family sit on the mat placed at Mangchok‘ the mat 

which is placed opposite to phamlen’. It is considered impolite for children to sit on phamlen. 

 

Figure, 6Khonggaichanba. 

Khonggaichanba: It means sitting on the floor with folded knees. Only the eldest person in 

the family is allowed to sit in this position. They believed if children sit in that position, the 

life span of the parents become short. However, Phuritshabam Lochati
9
 says, the possible 

reason of this concept, “squatting position is easier than this position of sitting when he/she 

wants to get up. In Khurkhul, children need to get up often as they are expected to serve 

while eating”. One of the popular Khurkhul proverbs supports her view.  It says 

angangdishangeemameine ‘children are the tail of the cow’. The literal meaning is that like 

the tail of a cow, which never stop working, children have to perform every one’s paokhon 

‘order’.  
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Figure 7, Laibakkatpa. 

Laibakkatpa:  It literally means touching the forehead. This nonlinguistic politeness strategy 

is use when one accidentally touches another person by feet, since it is considered impolite. It 

carries the meaning of ‘an apology’ and ‘realization of his/her mistake’. Thus in figure 7, the 

boy in (a) touches the man accidentally by his feet, and in (b) first, his hand is use to touch 

the elder; then touches his forehead. It is practiced in every age groups. For instance, if an 

elder happens to touch a child by his feet accidentally, he will apology with the help of 

labakkatpa. It is the same case when a child touches an elder by feet. However, the more 

restriction is imposed on children, as they believed that if they touched elders by feet, their 

legs will shake when they grew old.  

 
Figure 8, Seekinga way out in a crowd. 

Polite nonlinguistic way of asking for ‘a way’: Americans or the English say ‘excuse me’, 

‘Please may I have a way’, etc. when they want to have ‘a way’ in a crowded place. The 

Khurkhuls instead rely here on a nonlinguistic way. They are not only seeking ‘a way’ in a 

crowded place, but also seeking permission to be a part of the group of the crowd. Males and 

females perform here slightly different gestures. 

Males: The left hand is placed on the right hand between the elbow and wrist as shown in 

figure 8, and the body is bent a little. (In a similar way, the position of the hand shows whom 

he/she is greeting in Thai. For instance, if the addressee is of the same age, the folded hand is 

placed at the range of the nose; if the addresser is younger to the addressee, the addressee 

receives the greetings by keeping the folded hand below the chin. (p.c. ChutikanSae Wang
10
).  

Females: She bends her body a little. Her right hand is stretched out, and her left hand is used 

to ‘gather and hold’ khomjinbaher phiji-phina(i.e. the tails of her shawl and the mekhala).  
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Figure 9, Khurumba. 

Khurumba: This nonlinguistic has both positive and negative connotations. Both its negative 

and positive connotations help to maintain politeness in Khurkhul. 

� Positive connotation: It is used while- praying, getting blessing from elders, before 

entering the shonnabung ‘mandap’, nupihaiba ‘seeking hand for marriage’ etc.. It 

carries different meanings in different contexts   

While praying:  both male and female starts with © kneeling position of khurumba, however 

they end with different positions; female ends with (b) bowing whereas male ends with (a) 

prostrates. Here it means seeking blessing, forgiveness and prosperity, 

To elders: both male and female use (b) bowing position and it carries the meaning of 

seeking  blessing and guidance, 

Before entering shonnabung: male uses (a) prostrates position and female uses (c) bowing 

position. It denotes the meaning of their recognition of the other people who were already 

present in the function, and seeking forgiveness if he/she happens to make any mistake in the 

function, and  

nupihaiba: traditionally, it is males who go to the ‘going to be bride’s’ house in order to seek 

her hand. They performed (a) prostrates position. It means seeking the acceptance of their 

proposal and giving them back love in return of their request. It prevent from possible 

conflict between the bride and grooms’ families.  

� Negative connotation: Negative connotation of khurumbais one of the most important 

reason why Khurkhuls never try to break thakshikhashi. It is done in three contexts: 

when an elder fights with a child:  their aphorism, ahangakhatnarunu, angangnaaranbatani 

‘don’t fight with elders, children will be always wrong’; children have to khurumba, in every 

situations, whether he/she is right or wrong. Because, Khurkhuls have the concept that elder 

should never khurumbato younger as they can only kokpiba ‘forgive’ them, 

when same age people fight: here both of them performed khurumba to those elders who are 

present to solve their problem and bring unity, and  

when wife/daughter in law went back to her father’s house because of a fight: The 

husband and his parent have to perform khurumbato her parents requesting them to send her 
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back. In all these three contexts, male uses (a) prostrates position and female uses (b) bowing 

position. These contexts are consider so embarrassing and impolite in their society that 

preventing from such situations is their primary priority.  

 
Figure, 10 sitting position 

Sitting position:  In any social gathering or in a family, elder always sits at right side while 

the children sit on his/her left side. Children do not sit while elder is standing. 

This ‘right to left’ sitting position is apply in geographical position of house too. For instance, 

the eldest son’s house will be at right of their ingkhol ‘land’ and his younger brother’s house 

will be to his left. For them, geographical position of a house indicates his age and his sitting 

position in the family.  

Conclusion: We have shown some of the important aspects of politeness in Khurkhul and 

some examples of their linguistic and nonlinguistic politeness strategies. So far my 

knowledge goes there is no academic literature on the subject of Khurkhul politeness; the 

current paper is thus the first attempt to throw some light on the subject. Thus, there is need 

to bring more focus on this subject. The current paper is incomplete but hope to arrive at 

more interesting findings in the course of investigation. 

 

End Notes 
1
Ichumleima Temple:  It is the temple of Ichumleima who is Khurkhul’sumanglai ‘forest deity/goddess’. 

Khurkhuls have two lais ‘Gods’; one is yumlai ‘house God’ and umanglai ‘forest God’. They believe, the whole 

village is under her blessing and mercy. She is believed to be very powerful. 
2
Sagei: It means lineage (surname). Khangembam, Heikham, Louriyam, Phuritshabam, Ngangbam, Phuyam, are 

some of the original sageis in Khurkhul. 
3Khomdonnubi: According to their oral story, the seven stars ‘Pleiades’ is formed by those seven Khomdonnubi 

sisters.  
4
 (Late) Louriyam Shukorsingh: I interviewed this person, in December 2013. He was a well-known maiba‘local 

priest’ and also a well researcher on Khurkhul’s culture. He spend most of his life researching and preserving 

traditional Khurkhul’s culture and tradition.  
5
HeikhamTamarsingh: I interviewed this person, an old native speaker of Khurkhul, on 18th October 2015. He 

is a retired high school teacher. He is a well-known maiba ‘local priest’ and also a pandit ‘high profile priest’ at 

Kangla, the palace of the Meitei king. 
6UshamApabi: I interviewed this person on 20th October 2015. He is 80 years old. He is the son of 

UshamRupachandra who was the first person to convert into Hinduism in Khurkhul.  
7
NgangbamongbiShujamukhi:  I interviewed her on 4

th
 January 2014. She is 75 years old. 

8
(Late) KhangembamChandrasing: I interviewed him on 14

th
 October 2013. He was an old native speaker of 

Khurkhul.  
9
PhuritshabamongbiLochati: I interviewed her on 14

th
 October 2015. She is an old native speaker of Khurkhul 

who is 80 years old. 
10
ChutikaSae Wang: I interviewed her on 22

nd
 November 2015. She is a student of MA in English and Foreign 

Languages Department, Tezpur University, Assam. She is from Chiang Rai Province, Thailand.  
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